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Activation of the cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk1) cyclin B (CycB) complex (Cdk1:CycB) in mitosis
brings about a remarkable extent of protein phosphorylation. Cdk1:CycB activation is switch-like,
controlled by two auto-amplification loops—Cdk1:CycB activates its activating phosphatase,
Cdc25, and inhibits its inhibiting kinase, Wee1. Recent experimental evidence suggests that parallel
to Cdk1:CycB activation during mitosis, there is inhibition of its counteracting phosphatase activity.
We argue that the downregulation of the phosphatase is not just a simple latch that suppresses futile
cycles of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation during mitosis. Instead, we propose that phosphatase
regulation creates coherent feed-forward loops and adds extra amplification loops to the Cdk1:CycB
regulatory network, thus forming an integral part of the mitotic switch. These network motifs
further strengthen the bistable characteristic of the mitotic switch, which is based on the antagon-
istic interaction of two groups of proteins: M-phase promoting factors (Cdk1:CycB, Cdc25,
Greatwall and Endosulfine/Arpp19) and interphase promoting factors (Wee1, PP2A–B55 and
a Greatwall counteracting phosphatase, probably PP1). The bistable character of the switch implies
the existence of a CycB threshold for entry into mitosis. The end of G2 phase is determined by the
point where CycB level crosses the CycB threshold for Cdk1 activation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mitosis (or M phase in general) is brought about by
abrupt activation of the M-phase promoting factor
(MPF), initially discovered as a cytoplasmic activity
that promoted oocyte maturation [1]. Early exper-
iments detected high MPF activity during M phase
in all eukaryotic cells examined by using an oocyte
maturation assay [2]. Purification of MPF [3] revealed
that it was composed of a dimer of the homologue
of the fission yeast Cdc2 protein and B-type cyclins
[4–6]. Cdc2 and its budding yeast homologue
Cdc28, discovered by Nurse et al. [7] and Hartwell
et al. [8], respectively, were shown to be serine–
threonine protein kinases [9] that are conserved in all
eukaryotes from yeasts to man, and whose activity fluc-
tuates during the cell cycle [10,11]. The B-type cyclins
(Cyclin B; CycB) were discovered in fertilized sea
urchin eggs by virtue of their abrupt disappearance
during mitosis, after steady accumulation during inter-
phase [12,13]. Since association with cyclins turned
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out to be essential for Cdc2 protein kinase activity,
Cdc2/Cdc28 became the founding member of the
cyclin-dependent protein kinases and was renamed
Cdk1. The Cdk1:CycB complex is considered to be
the trigger of mitosis in all eukaryotic cells, because
it can promote this state by phosphorylating many
downstream mitotic proteins [14], which include other
protein kinases such as aurora and polo. It is believed
that this big increase in protein phosphorylation in M
phase is responsible for bringing about all the changes
associated with mitosis. Different studies have identified
hundreds of mitotic phosphoproteins, many of them
probably phosphorylated directly by Cdks [15–17].
However, there is still much more to understand
about the relative importance of these phosphorylations
and how these events are timed and coordinated to
ensure ordered cell cycle progression.

As expected from its prominent role in triggering
mitosis, the activation of Cdk1:CycB complexes is
tightly regulated. CycB binding is necessary but not
sufficient for Cdk1 activity, because the Cdk1:CycB
dimers are not necessarily active. In interphase, the
Cdk1 subunit of the dimer is phosphorylated and
inactivated by protein kinases belonging to the
Wee1 family [18]. The first member of these inhibi-
tory kinases, Wee1, was discovered in fission yeast
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Influence diagram of mitotic regulators that make
up the mitotic switch. Arrows represent activating inter-

actions, and blunt-ended lines inhibition of activity of the
target protein. Green- and red-labelled proteins and inter-
actions are active in mitosis and interphase, respectively.
Dashed lines represent proposed, but as yet unproven,
interactions.
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by Paul Nurse, who isolated mutant cells that
advanced into mitosis at a reduced cell size [19,20].
Most organisms have duplicates of these inhibitory
kinases (i.e. Wee1 and Mik1 in fission yeast, and
Wee1 and Myt1 in Xenopus laevis) [21,22]. The
Wee1-dependent inhibitory phosphorylations on
Cdk1 are removed by the Cdc25 phosphatase, also
discovered in fission yeast, which therefore acts as a
Cdk1 activator [23]. Additionally, ingenious exper-
iments with frog egg extracts showed that the Wee1-
kinase and the Cdc25-phosphatase are also Cdk1:
CycB substrates [24–26]. However, Cdk1-dependent
phosphorylation of these regulatory enzymes has
opposite effects on their activities; phosphorylation
inhibits Wee1 but activates Cdc25 [27,28]. There-
fore, the activity of Cdk1:CycB is regulated by a
double-negative (Cdk1 s Wee1 s Cdk1) and a posi-
tive (Cdk1! Cdc25! Cdk1) feedback loop (top of
figure 1), that is, Cdk1:CycB activates its activator
and inhibits its inhibitor [29,30]. This regulatory net-
work was unravelled by successful combination of
yeast genetics and frog egg biochemistry and seems
to be responsible for the activation of Cdk1:CycB
at the G2/M transition. This feature is also well-con-
served in the eukaryotic cell cycle control system
[14], yet it raises a very important problem, which
is how can the two stable states, interphase or mito-
sis, ever change? In interphase, Cdk1 activity is
repressed by Wee1, whereas in mitosis, Wee1 activity
is repressed by Cdk1. It is perhaps easier to under-
stand that proteolysis of the cyclins leads to exit
from mitosis and a return to interphase than it is to
see how cells enter mitosis. In addition, there are
numerous controls that affect entry into mitosis—
the state of DNA replication, the integrity of the
chromosomes, or the arrival of triggers like progester-
one (in the case of frog oocytes) or 1-methyladenine
(starfish oocytes) or fertilization (clam oocytes)—that
still require full elucidation as to their modes of
action.
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Nevertheless, the basic picture of the cell cycle
control system, with cells accumulating mitotic cyclins
during interphase, eventually leading to mitotic entry,
followed by the abrupt degradation of CycB at the
onset of anaphase, provides an appealingly simple
picture of mitotic control in eukaryotes through the
regulation of Cdk1:CycB activity [31]. During inter-
phase (actually, only during S and G2 phases in
somatic cells), mitotic cyclins are stable and their con-
tinuous synthesis leads to an increase in their
abundance and hence the concentration of Cdk1:
CycB dimers. Since Wee1 activity is high and Cdc25
activity is low, the dimers accumulate largely in the
Cdk1-phosphorylated, inactive form. However, some
Cdk1:CycB activity will be present, either because
not all dimers get phosphorylated, or owing to a
small amount of Cdc25 activity and/or because the
phosphorylated form of Cdk1:CycB retains some
residual activity. The activity will be proportional to
the level of CycB. As cyclin levels rise, the proportion
of active dimers relative to the total dimers remains
unchanged but their absolute quantity increases [29].
Once Cdk1 activity reaches a critical level, required
to significantly inactivate Wee1 and activate Cdc25,
the inactive dimers start to be dephosphorylated and
activated. This engages the positive and double-
negative feedback loops, and leads to further Cdc25
activation and Wee1 inhibition, resulting in abrupt
activation of Cdk1:CycB and transition from G2 to
M phase. This abrupt activation of Cdk1 occurs only
when the concentration of CycB exceeds a particular
threshold, as demonstrated by Solomon et al. [32].
Active Cdk1:CycB eventually turns on CycB degra-
dation by activating the APC/C (anaphase-promoting
complex/cyclosome) ubiquitin-ligase, which labels
CycB for degradation [33,34]. After proteasomal
degradation of the CycBs, Cdk1 and APC/C lose
their activities and the process repeats itself [35].
Although this model for Cdk1:CycB activation in the
embryonic cell cycles is still essentially correct
[29,30], it turns not to be the whole story of
M-phase initiation. In the following, we describe
recent discoveries about M-phase control in higher
eukaryotes and speculate where the story might go
further. Most of the recent discoveries have been
made in Xenopus egg extracts, which is therefore our
focus. However, some of the new features are being
confirmed in other organisms, indicating that our
proposals may have wider implications.
2. Cdk1-COUNTERACTING PHOSPHATASES
AND GREATWALL
Because Cdk1:CycB is a protein kinase, it is generally
assumed, if not demonstrated, that entry into mito-
sis is triggered by the phosphorylation of a certain
set of proteins. Exit from mitosis must thus require
dephosphorylation of these proteins by protein phos-
phatases, as it seems that few phosphoproteins are
degraded at the end of mitosis. The question then
arises, are these phosphatases regulated? Is entry into
mitosis simply achieved by a tremendous, overwhelm-
ing burst of protein kinase activity, or are some of
the phosphatases inactivated at the same time as the
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Cdk1:CycB is turned on? It has long been known that
addition of the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid
(OA) leads to M-phase entry [36], and this effect has
been attributed to inhibition of phosphatases of the
PP2A family [37]. This indicates that PP2A phospha-
tases are active in interphase and suggests that one or
more of these phosphatases reverse the small amount
of Cdk1-dependent phosphorylation that can take
place in interphase [38]. Inhibition of Cdk1-counter-
acting phosphatases facilitates the phosphorylation of
Cdk1 target proteins, which can then occur even at
low Cdk1 activities. In addition to this effect, phospha-
tase inhibition also causes an activation of Cdk1 by
affecting the feedback loops involving Wee1 and
Cdc25. That is, because Wee1 and Cdc25 are also
Cdk1 targets, inhibition of Cdk1-counteracting
phosphatases can shift these proteins to their phos-
phorylated forms, which results in Cdc25 activation,
Wee1 inhibition, and thus full activation of Cdk1:
CycB dimers, even at low CycB levels. Indeed, OA
eliminates the cyclin threshold of Cdk1 activation
caused by inhibitory phosphorylations in Xenopus egg
cell-free extracts and it fully activates any Cdk1
bound to CycB [29,32,39]. Despite these suggestive
observations, however, research in mitotic phospha-
tases lagged behind that of mitotic kinases. The
prevailing, though largely unexamined view used to
be that phosphatases were neither terribly specific,
nor regulated in interesting ways. Their effects were
thus viewed as pleiotropic and their cell cycle-specific
functions too difficult to dissect. Besides, the activity
of Cdk1-counteracting phosphatases could, in prin-
ciple, be constant throughout the cell cycle, and be
overcome by the fluctuating Cdk1 activity in mitosis.
Recent findings strongly challenge this view.

Mochida & Hunt [40] showed that phosphatase
activity against a model Cdk1:CycB substrate
fluctuated in the cell cycle of Xenopus egg extracts,
being high in interphase and low in mitosis. It was
shown that phosphatases such as PP2A can target
specific substrates at particular times, depending on
the binding of regulatory subunits [41]. Further
work identified PP2A bound to its B55d regulatory
subunit as the specific and regulated Cdk1-counteract-
ing phosphatase [42]. Depletion of B55d from cycling
Xenopus egg extracts advanced entry into mitosis and
compromised exit from mitosis via CycB degradation.
The mitotic advancement was caused by premature
activation of Cdk1 and phosphorylation of mitotic
substrates. By contrast, addition of extra, purified
PP2A–B55d complexes delayed and blocked Cdk1
activation and entry into mitosis, in a dosage-dependent
manner, owing to Wee1-dependent phosphorylation of
Cdk1 [42]. In a similar way to addition of OA, the sim-
ultaneous effects of promoting Cdk1 inhibitory
phosphorylation, and dephosphorylation of Cdk1 sub-
strates in interphase suggested that PP2A–B55d acts
on both downstream Cdk1 substrates and in the
Cdk1 auto-activation loops (on Wee1 and Cdc25).
Other recent studies have also implicated the B55a
regulatory subunit of PP2A in the regulation of mitosis
and as a Cdk-counteracting phosphatase in other exper-
imental systems [43–45]. Therefore, in the following,
we refer to the Cdk1-counteracting phosphatase as
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
PP2A–B55, implying that several B55 isoforms can
act as Cdk1-counteracting phosphatases in different
cells or in different conditions.

Meanwhile, a novel mitotic kinase important for
proper timing of G2–M transitions called Greatwall
(GW) was discovered in Drosophila [46]. Subsequent
work with Xenopus egg extracts revealed that GW is
required for both establishment and maintenance of
M phase [47,48]. This kinase was shown to be phos-
phorylated by Cdk1:CycB and its activity increased
in mitosis [47]. Addition of the activated form of the
kinase promoted M-phase entry in cycling extracts,
while depletion prevented mitotic entry and Cdc25
activation. Depletion from CSF extracts (oocyte
extracts blocked in metaphase of meiosis II by
cytostatic factor, CSF) caused dephosphorylation of
mitotic phosphoproteins and mitotic exit. GW
depletion was accompanied by Wee1-dependent
inactivation of Cdk1 without any cyclin degradation,
suggesting that GW regulates the Cdk1 auto-
amplification loop [47,48]. In the presence of OA,
however, the M-phase extract was resistant to GW
depletion, suggesting that GW inhibits an okadaic-sen-
sitive phosphatase in M phase. Tantalizingly, addition
of OA allowed mitotic entry in GW-depleted cycling
extracts, also suggesting that GW had an inhibitory
effect on an okadaic-sensitive phosphatase [48]. How-
ever, simultaneous depletion of GW and Wee1 from
M-phase extracts still led to mitotic exit, even though
Cdk1 activity remained high [49], suggesting that the
activated phosphatase overcomes Cdk1:CycB activity.

These two initially independent lines of research
on GW and PP2A–B55 finally converged, by the
demonstration that GW downregulates PP2A–B55
activity [49,50]. Interestingly, GW inhibition of
PP2A–B55 is not direct, but mediated by the low
molecular-weight phosphatase inhibitors Endosulfine
(ENSA) and Arpp19 (we refer to both as ENSA
in the following). These proteins probably act as stoi-
chiometric inhibitors, binding directly to the B55
subunit [51,52]. The level of ENSA is constant
during early embryonic cycles in the frog, but it is
extensively phosphorylated in mitosis, probably by
several kinases. In particular, GW-dependent phos-
phorylation converts ENSA into a highly specific
inhibitor of PP2A–B55. As expected from its function
as a PP2A inhibitor, addition of constitutively active
thio-phosphorylated ENSA promotes mitotic entry in
cycling and interphase extracts, similar to OA, whereas
its depletion blocks mitotic entry, like depletion of
GW [51,52].

Thus, when Cdk1:CycB activity is low, its counter-
acting phosphatase is active, keeping mitotic substrates
dephosphorylated. In contrast, in the mitotic state
Cdk1:CycB downregulates its counteracting phos-
phatase by promoting the activities of both GW and
ENSA, ensuring that while kinase activity is high,
phosphatase activity is low. Therefore, it could be pro-
posed that downregulation of the Cdk1-counteracting
phosphatase activity in mitosis acts as a latch, by allow-
ing downstream mitotic substrates to become fully
phosphorylated thus preventing futile cycling. How-
ever, we argue that this is not the only consequence
of downregulating Cdk1-counteracting phosphatases
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in mitosis, and that these findings have important
consequences for the functioning of the mitotic
control system.
3. FEED-FORWARD LOOPS AND MORE
FEEDBACK LOOPS: SWITCHES OR LATCHES?
Because Cdk1:CycB promotes the inhibition of its
counteracting phosphatase, its activity has a dual
effect on the phosphorylation of mitotic substrates: it
directly promotes their phosphorylation and indirectly
inhibits their dephosphorylation, creating coherent
feed-forward loops [53]. This ensures that the
kinase-to-phosphatase ratio changes sharply between
interphase and mitosis, helps to minimize unwanted
futile cycles of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of
mitotic Cdk1 substrates and allows mitotic phospho-
proteins to become phosphorylated to a great extent
(assuming that there are no other phosphatases that
can act on them, which may or may not be true).
These coherent feed-forward loops also result in a
nonlinear, ultrasensitive rise in the phosphorylation
state of the substrates as a function of Cdk1 activity
[39,54], in principle functioning as a latch by allowing
efficient phosphorylation of downstream Cdk1 sub-
strates. However, as Cdc25 and Wee1 are also
Cdk1:CycB and PP2A–B55 substrates, they would
also show a sigmoid response to increasing kinase
levels, owing to the coherent feed-forward loops cre-
ated by the regulation of PP2A–B55. This response
is probably made even more switch-like by additional
mechanisms such as multi-site phosphorylation,
substrate competition and sequestration effects
[27,28,55]. These sigmoid responses are very impor-
tant for creating robust and efficient bistable switches,
when involved in a positive (or double-negative)
feedback loop [56], as explained below.

The indirect inhibition of PP2A–B55 by Cdk1:
CycB also creates new feedback loops in the network.
In particular, Cdk1:CycB and PP2A are involved in a
deeply antagonistic relationship; not only do they
reverse each other’s reactions, but they also form
double-negative feedback loops (figure 1). That is,
Cdk1:CycB downregulates PP2A–B55 indirectly by
activating GW and ENSA (Cdk1! GW! ENSA s
PP2A), while PP2A–B55 also indirectly inhibits
Cdk1:CycB, by activating Wee1 (PP2A!Wee1 s
Cdk1) and inhibiting Cdc25 (PP2A s Cdc25!
Cdk1). These double-negative feedback loops between
Cdk1:CycB and PP2A–B55, together with the
Cdc25–Cdk1-positive and Wee1–Cdk1 double-nega-
tive feedback loops, help create two characteristically
different states in terms of kinase-to-phosphatase
ratio. In the low kinase-to-phosphatase ratio state
(interphase), PP2A-B55 and Wee1 activities are high
and Cdk1, Cdc25, GW and ENSA activities are low.
Thus, Cdk1 substrates remain dephosphorylated. In
contrast, in the high kinase-to-phosphatase ratio
states (M phase), the opposite is true: Cdk1, Cdc25,
GW and ENSA activities are high; Wee1 and PP2A–
B55 activities are low, and Cdk1 substrates are
phosphorylated. The fact that the Cdk1:CycB-
counteracting phosphatase PP2A–B55 is regulated in
a cell cycle-dependent manner can explain the most
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
recent biochemical data and provides a better descrip-
tion of mitotic control. Furthermore, the fact that it
affects the feedback loops controlling Cdk1 activation
makes this phosphatase and its regulation an integral
component that shapes the mitotic switch, rather
than being just a latch that allows full phosphorylation
of downstream substrates. Thus, we propose that regu-
lation of Cdk1-counteracting phosphatase activity in
mitosis plays an important role in establishing the
sharp separation between interphase and mitosis,
because the phosphatase is involved in the feedback
loops that regulate Cdk1:CycB activity. However, we
suspect that the present model is still not complete
and we discuss ways of possible further refinements.
4. CLOSING THE FEEDBACK LOOPS
To fully describe a network with reversible phosphoryl-
ation each phosphoprotein must be targeted by at least
one kinase and one phosphatase. So far, we know
that Wee1 and Cdc25 target Cdk1, while Cdk1:CycB
and PP2A–B55 target Wee1 and Cdc25. However, we
also know that Cdk1 phosphorylates GW and GW
phosphorylates ENSA, but as the respective phospha-
tases have not yet been identified, this is at present a
rather critical lacuna. In the following, we discuss
some hypotheses about the nature and regulation of
these phosphatases.

Since GW is a Cdk1 substrate, we suspect that it
might be dephosphorylated, and thus inactivated, by
the Cdk1-counteracting phosphatase PP2A–B55
(figure 1). If this were the case, GW and PP2A–B55
would be involved in yet another double-negative feed-
back loop, as GW inhibits PP2A–B55 through ENSA
(GW! ENSA s PP2A) and PP2A–B55 counteracts
GW activation by Cdk1 (PP2A s GW). This double-
negative feedback loop could further sharpen the
ultrasensitive phosphorylation of Cdk1 substrates,
making the mitotic switch more robust [54].

Some evidence suggests that GW might be a
PP2A–B55 substrate. Clues come from experiments
showing that GW becomes phosphorylated at very
low Cdk1 activity [48,51], suggesting that it has an
inhibitory effect on its counteracting phosphatase, as
explained below. For example, PP2A inhibition by
microcystin or phosphorylated ENSA in Cdc25-
depleted, interphase-arrested (cycloheximide blocked)
frog egg extracts causes mitotic-like GW phosphoryl-
ation [51]. Under these conditions, CycB levels are
low and the few Cdk1:CycB dimers are inhibited
by Wee1-dependent phosphorylation. Since Cdk1 :
CycB activity is low, if another phosphatase, not inhib-
ited by microcystin or ENSA, were responsible for GW
inhibition, then GW should remain dephosphorylated
after PP2A–B55 inhibition, because such a phospha-
tase would still be active. A related observation is
that activated (phosphorylated) GW induces mitosis
in interphase extracts in the presence of the Cdk
inhibitor roscovitine [48]. As in the previous argu-
ment, this suggests that active GW inhibits its own
phosphatase, because otherwise, active GW should
be quickly dephosphorylated and inactivated when
placed into an extract where its activating kinase,
Cdk1 is inhibited. This again points to PP2A–B55,
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because it is known that GW inhibits it through
ENSA. However, other scenarios could help explain
these results. For instance, GW could be phosphory-
lated by a kinase other than Cdk1 which becomes
activated by PP2A inhibition, which seems unlikely.
Another possibility is that GW is dephosphorylated
by a phosphatase other than PP2A–B55 which is
inhibited by Cdk1 and/or GW.

However, another key observation that suggests that
PP2A dephosphorylates GW is the physical interaction
of the two proteins [49]. Since GW indirectly regulates
PP2A through ENSA, and there are no GW-
phosphorylation sites on PP2A, the interaction could
indicate that PP2A binds to phosphorylated GW in
order to dephosphorylate it. However, it is possible
that the relationship between PP2A–B55 and GW is
still more complicated. Recent data suggest that GW
binds to PP2A in interphase, where the phosphatase
might prevent premature phosphorylation of GW
[57]. Our proposal also raises the question of how
PP2A–B55 can dephosphorylate GW at mitotic exit,
as the phosphatase is expected to be inactivated by
ENSA at this time. One possibility is that PP2A–
B55 inhibition by ENSA is not complete, and since
Cdk1 activity, and thereby GW phosphorylation
drops at mitotic exit, autocatalytic activation of
PP2A–B55 could be initiated at this time. Nonethe-
less, it is possible that phosphatases different from
PP2A–B55 are in fact responsible for GW dephos-
phorylation or have an important role in its
dephosphorylation. In fact, although it is clear that
Cdk1 can phosphorylate GW, and that this phos-
phorylation evokes some activity, other modifying
enzymes or kinases, and therefore phosphatases, may
be involved in its regulation.

The other unknown phosphatase in the mitotic con-
trol switch is the GW-counteracting phosphatase that
dephosphorylates ENSA. Reversible phosphorylation/
dephosphorylation of ENSA is well established; in
Xenopus egg extracts, ENSA is phosphorylated
during M phase, but not in interphase, while its
amount remains constant throughout the cell cycle
and the phosphorylated form does not seem to be
specifically targeted for degradation [52]. Further-
more, thio-phosphorylated but not phosphorylated
ENSA can stabilize M phase in CSF extracts or
induce M phase in interphase extracts in the absence
of GW [51]. This indicates that ENSA is rapidly
dephosphorylated by an unidentified phosphatase in
the absence of its kinase GW.

The activity of the GW-counteracting phosphatase
acting on ENSA is crucial for the cell cycle control
system, and we anticipate that perturbations to this
activity could have effects very similar to perturbations
to the Cdk1-counteracting phosphatase. For example,
inhibition of this phosphatase in interphase could
cause mitotic entry, similar to the addition of OA or
removal of PP2A–B55 in interphase, because a small
amount of background GW activity could be sufficient
to activate ENSA. By the same logic, enhanced ENSA
dephosphorylation in interphase should delay mitotic
entry. In mitosis, increased activity of the ENSA phos-
phatase could cause premature mitotic exit owing to
activation of PP2A–B55 and subsequent inhibition
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
of Cdk1:CycB. In contrast, its depletion in M phase
could delay or block mitotic exit because of compro-
mised PP2A–B55 activation. Although cell cycle
regulation of the ENSA-dephosphorylating phospha-
tase is not a necessary requirement for the control
system, it looks like that this is the case. Preliminary
experiments suggest that the ENSA phosphatase is
active in mitosis and about twice as active in interphase
(Mochida & Hunt 2011, unpublished data), and math-
ematical models suggest that this regulation could help
make the mitotic switch more robust (Domingo-Sananes
& Novak 2011, unpublished data).

The remaining question is the identity of this phos-
phatase that acts on ENSA, the GW-counteracting
phosphatase. GW belongs to a different family of
protein kinases from the Cdks, known as the AGC
serine/threonine kinase family. Since GW phosphory-
lates completely different sites than Cdk1:CycB, it is
unlikely that the same phosphatase dephosphorylates
sites targeted by these kinases, potentially ruling out
PP2A–B55 as a candidate. The characteristics of the
ENSA phosphatase mentioned above suggest that
PP1 could be responsible for ENSA dephosphoryla-
tion. This would explain recent data which showed
that PP1 activity is required for dephosphorylation of
mitotic proteins at mitotic exit [58].

If PP1 were indeed responsible for ENSA dephos-
phorylation, then even more feed-forward and
feedback loops are created in the network, especially
because PP1 is inhibited by Cdk1 [59]. In this case,
Cdk1 downregulates PP2A–B55 via two redundant
arms; activation of GW increases ENSA phosphoryl-
ation while inhibition of PP1 reduces ENSA
dephosphorylation, which results in efficient ENSA
phosphorylation and thus PP2A–B55 inhibition via a
feed-forward loop at mitotic entry. Furthermore, if
Cdk1 phosphorylates PP1, a tempting assumption is
that PP2A–B55 acts as the Cdk1-counteracting phos-
phatase, which removes these inhibitory phosphates
from PP1 (figure 1). This would create a positive
feedback loop between PP2A–B55 and PP1, because
PP2A activates PP1, while PP1 inhibits ENSA, thus
activating PP2A (PP2A! PP1 s ENSA s PP2A).
However, the identity of the GW-counteracting phos-
phatase(s) is still an open question that should be
resolved, but we believe that it is likely to be regulated,
as are all of the other players in our story.
5. ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL . . .
All the players of the mitotic control switch described
above, along with proven and suggested links between
them, are shown schematically in figure 1. The pro-
posed network is beautifully symmetric in the
interaction pattern of the mitotic regulators; all of
the components and reactions are coherently regulated
and every kinase is counteracted by a phosphatase.
Even if the identities of some of the players involved
remain to be confirmed, as well as the relationships
between them, it conveys a very appealing picture of
the organization of the network controlling the mitotic
switch. The mitotic regulators can be divided into two
major groups, which have an antagonistic relationship
with each other (figure 2). One group contains Cdk1,
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Figure 2. The antagonistic and self-activating interaction
between MPFs and IPFs. The protein molecules in the mito-
tic switch belong to one of the following two categories:
mitosis promoting factors (MPFs) and interphase promoting

factors (IPFs). Molecules in each group activate each other
and inhibit the members of the other group represented by
dashed lines. MPFs and IPFs have antagonistic effects on
the phosphorylation of downstream substrates.
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Cdc25, GW and ENSA, which directly or indirectly
increase the phosphorylation of downstream Cdk1
target proteins and thus promote M phase. Therefore,
we refer to this group as the mitosis promoting factors
(MPFs). The members of the other group, Wee1,
PP2A-B55 and PP1, have an opposite effect; they
directly or indirectly decrease the mitotic phosphoryl-
ations by Cdk1 and thus promote interphase.
Therefore, we refer to this group as the interphase pro-
moting factors (IPFs). The central nodes in the two
groups are Cdk1 and PP2A–B55, which directly influ-
ence downstream Cdk1 targets. Besides having a
negative effect on the other group, each member of a
group promotes the activity of the other proteins in
its own team via positive feedback loops similar to
the ‘Three Musketeers’ (figure 2). This positive feed-
back is often direct, as for Cdk1 and Cdc25 (Cdk1
! Cdc25! Cdk1). However, it can also be exerted
through a long positive feedback that might contain
an even number of inhibitory steps, as for Cdk1
and GW (Cdk1! GW! ENSA s PP2A s Cdc25!
Cdk1). Similarly, for the IPF members, a relatively
short positive feedback loop could connect PP2A–
B55 and PP1, as described above (PP2A! PP1 s
ENSA s PP2A), while there is a long positive feedback
loop between PP2A–B55 and Wee1 (PP2A!Wee1 s
Cdk1! GW! ENSA s PP2A).

In this picture, self-activation and mutual inhibition
between MPFs and IPFs create the two characteristi-
cally different stable states, M phase and interphase,
which we can observe by the phosphorylation state
of downstream Cdk1:CycB/PP2A–B55 substrates.
When IPFs are active and MPFs are inactive, the
kinase-to-phosphatase ratio (Cdk1:CycB/PP2A–B55)
is low and the downstream substrates remain in a
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
dephosphorylated state, characteristic of interphase.
The other possible state occurs when MPFs are
high and IPFs are low, leading to a high kinase-to-phos-
phatase ratio and phosphorylation of mitotic
phosphoproteins, the hallmark of mitosis. Under
normal circumstances, an intermediate situation
where IPFs and MPFs are both partially active and
most substrates only partially phosphorylated is
unstable and almost impossible to maintain; as soon
as one of the sides gains the upper hand, its self-
activation and inhibition of the competing side always
takes the system to one of the two stable states.

Which state is actually occupied by the mitotic con-
trol system is determined by an upstream regulator of
Cdk1 activity, the CycB level. We can therefore visual-
ize the system by plotting the phosphorylation level of
a downstream Cdk1:CycB/PP2A–B55 substrate with
respect to the CycB level (figure 3). When the sub-
strate is mostly dephosphorylated, the system is in
interphase (red) and when the substrate is phosphory-
lated, the system is in mitosis (green). Normally, at
low CycB levels, IPFs win over MPFs and interphase
is manifested. Increasing CycB strengthens MPFs
and at a critical CycB threshold, which we call the
ON-threshold, MPFs win against the IPFs, leading
to an abrupt jump in phosphorylation of downstream
substrates. Since the MPFs also support each other
besides downregulating the IPFs, the M-phase state
is self-stabilized. As a consequence of this self-stabiliz-
ation, if CycB levels decrease once the control system
is in M phase, MPFs stay active and the downstream
targets remain phosphorylated. Dephosphorylation of
the downstream targets requires that CycB levels
drop below another threshold, the OFF-threshold,
which is lower than the ON-threshold. At this
stage, Cdk1 eventually loses its power struggle to
keep the MPFs active and the IPFs win. The existence
of these two thresholds has been demonstrated
experimentally [60,61].

The horizontal movement of the mitotic control
system in figure 3 depends on the relative rates of
CycB synthesis and degradation. If the rate of syn-
thesis exceeds the rate of degradation, the system
moves to the right because the CycB level increases.
If the system is in the interphase state, it will move
along the lower branch until CycB levels surpass the
ON-threshold, at which point it jumps to the mitosis
state, leading to phosphorylation of the substrate. If
CycB degradation is faster than its synthesis, the
CycB level will decrease and the system moves to the
left. Once the OFF-threshold is crossed, the system
will move back to the interphase state. If synthesis
and degradation are balanced, the system settles into
one of the stable steady states. Which steady state is
occupied depends primarily on the cyclin level.
However, if the CycB level is between the two
thresholds, then the final state depends on where the
control system was before—its history.

The best example of transitions between the two
states occurs during early embryonic cell cycles.
Here, CycB synthesis is constant while degradation is
abruptly increased at mitotic exit owing to Cdk1-
dependent activation of APC/C [33]. Like some
of the components of the mitotic switch shown in
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IPFs (OFF-threshold). At these thresholds, the mitotic control system can jump from one stable state to the other. Cyclin syn-
thesis drives the system from the left to the right on this diagram, while cyclin degradation pushes it in the reverse direction.
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figure 1, APC/C is not a simple downstream target of
Cdk1, because it feeds back to the control system by
promoting CycB degradation. The crucial difference
is that this regulation creates a negative feedback
loop, which allows the system to cycle between inter-
phase and M phase by controlling the availability of
CycB. Therefore, in interphase, when CycB is low,
the MPFs are low, IPFs are high, APC/C is inactive
and cyclin synthesis is faster than its degradation,
allowing cyclin accumulation and eventually entry
into M phase and phosphorylation of downstream sub-
strates. This results in APC/C activation, and thus a
sharp drop in cyclin levels, because degradation wins
over synthesis. When cyclin drops below the OFF-
threshold, mitotic substrates are dephosphorylated,
APC/C is inactivated and the cycle starts again.

In this revised view of the mitotic control network
(figure 1), the discrete separation between interphase
and mitosis, and the two CycB thresholds for mitotic
entry and exit are system-level properties, which arise
from the underlying interconnected network and
create a robust switch. However, the high connectivity
of the network also allows modifications of the com-
ponents and their regulation to have significant
effects on these system-level properties. For instance,
weakening of any of the IPFs, or strengthening of the
MPFs, reduces both CycB thresholds and makes the
M-phase state preferable, even at low CycB levels.
The opposite is also true; strengthening of IPFs or
weakening of MPFs increases the CycB thresholds
and destabilizes the mitotic state, making interphase
preferable even at high CycB levels.

Because of these effects on the CycB thresholds,
external intervention can change the CycB thresholds
and allow the mitotic control system to change
between interphase and mitosis at constant CycB.
There is significant experimental evidence to support
this idea. For instance, depletion of the MPFs
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2011)
Cdc25, GW and ENSA in interphase blocks the G2/M
transition even at high CycB levels [48,52,62].
In contrast, depletion of any of these proteins in
M phase can cause dephosphorylation of mitotic
substrates and destabilization of M phase [47,62]. On
the other hand, depletion or inhibition of the IPFs,
PP2A–B55 and Wee1 in interphase can result in
premature mitotic entry [42,47,62]. Inhibition of PP1
blocks exits from M phase [58], but strangely,
depletion of B55d only blocks mitotic exit when it
is performed in the previous interphase but not in
mitosis [42].
6. COMMITMENT TO ENTER INTO MITOSIS
Figure 1 presents an up-to-date picture of the molecular
interactions that constitute the mitotic switch, based on
most recent experimental data from frog egg extracts
and our speculations along these lines of evidence. In
many cell types (e.g. Xenopus embryos, fission yeast),
this mitotic switch determines the time of mitotic
entry, i.e. the length of G2 phase. Since the mitotic
switch represents a ‘trigger structure’, the question is
what pulls the trigger? In other words, what are the
rate-limiting components or processes for mitotic
entry that determine the length of G2 phase? Mitotic
entry happens when the CycB level meets the ON-
threshold of the switch, much like a rendezvous of two
people approaching each other from different directions.
The threshold is determined by the strength of the regu-
latory interactions and feedback loops in the network in
figure 1. These interactions are influenced by different
surveillance mechanisms like DNA replication and/or
cell size checkpoints, which can shift the position
of the ON-threshold by affecting the abundance or
activity of one or several components of the switch.
Active checkpoints keep the ON-threshold at a high
(physiologically unreachable) CycB level, making it
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impossible for the cell to enter M phase. The ON-
threshold decreases during the process of checkpoint
silencing, and once CycB and threshold meet, the cell
commits to mitotic entry. Thus, there are several poss-
ible scenarios for when the mitotic switch can be
flipped, schematically shown in figure 4. In these, we
plot the CycB level and the value of the ON-threshold
as a function of time. We start at CycB values close to
zero, which correspond to early S phase, when mitotic
cyclins start to accumulate. CycB can only reach a
certain maximum steady-state level because of
physiological limitations. For simplicity, we assume a
mitotic block, i.e. CycB is not degraded after entry
into mitosis.
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Figure 4a depicts a situation where checkpoint
mechanisms are absent or turned off early in the
cycle. The ON-threshold remains fixed, and the time
to enter mitosis depends only on when CycB reaches
this threshold value. Thus, the length of G2 depends
on the slope of the increase in CycB, its rate of
accumulation. This situation probably occurs in
most early embryos, where the ‘trigger structure’
only provides a time-delay for the switch and the
rate-limiting process is CycB synthesis. However,
experimental modification can change the threshold
and lead to early or late mitotic entry. Inhibition
of PP2A, for instance weakens the IPFs and lowers
the ON-threshold, thus advancing entry, while
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supplementing this phosphatase increases the
threshold and delays or even blocks entry into mitosis
[39,42,49].

Figure 4b depicts the possibility that CycB reaches
its maximum level before the checkpoints turn off. In
this case, the silencing of the surveillance mechanisms
becomes the rate-limiting step. Note that once the
checkpoints are disabled, CycB accumulation can
again become the rate-limiting step, restoring the situ-
ation shown in figure 4a. An intermediate situation is
also possible if checkpoint silencing takes place while
CycB is still increasing (figure 4c). In this case, both
processes determine the length of G2: if checkpoint
silencing is delayed or fails, mitotic entry is also
delayed (or blocked as in figure 4d), but if silencing
happens earlier, CycB accumulation will determine
the length of G2.

Which of these situations is realized will most likely
depend on the particular cell type, organism and on
the environmental context in which the cell lives.
Also, more complicated scenarios not described here
are possible. Despite the conservation of many features
of the network controlling the mitotic switch from
yeasts to man [43,63,64], the relative contributions
and perhaps even the identities of individual com-
ponents might vary, and some components may yet
be discovered. Regardless of these differences, it is
important to keep in mind that the timing of mitotic
entry is a property of the whole network, determined
by all the components of the network of figure 1 and
the rate of CycB accumulation. Thus, as we have
seen, it is difficult to decide which parts are more
important in an absolute sense. Understanding the
similarities and differences between different organ-
isms and cell types will require careful quantitative
measurements and provide interesting topics for
further research.
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